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He said, "One th'~ng I do is pay well.television." I've been making people

I'd like to have you ~ome~ out there and do thisrich all my life.

think you'll like it." Vi 11 he t en he kept on calling and romancing

flei) over a period of time and finally I was finishing up the first draft

of the book and time to get back to work doing something or other and he

made it sound so attractive I went ahead and did it.

Heighton: And what sort of activities were you involved with at Encyclopaedia

Britannica?

Mickelson.' Well th th _. f i, ere were e cwo Separate unct ons. One of them was try-

ing to find out what I could do with their product for television purposes

and that wasn't very easy because they had so many of these ten, fifteen,

twenty-minute products, and there were -- it was awfully hard to see how you

could fit them together and it was very difficult to get at the negatives

which were hidden in the salt mines around Hutchinson, Kansas, and they were

protecting them carefully. So I worked awfully hard for awhile with

Hollywood producers and elsewhere to see what we could come up with. We>.. -.' /,,';:/1 T ':, iii /1:~ -:.-<: . ;.;,~ _ ..:.!.L_
Came awfully close but never really did it. They did Cd ;(sr one~ter-

ward along the lines that I'd proposed. But also I was to watch the interna-

tional business. They had wanted to do two things in the international mar-

ket: beef up the volume of sales and also establish better lines of communi-

cation for acquisition of product. So for them, too, I did quite a lot of

traveling. Now it fit in with what I was interested in because by this time

I was well along the way running this International Broadcast Institute, and

I had a chance to travel in a lot of areas where I was meeting with interna-

tional broadcasters of one type or another. But, you know, I,was awfully

close to the film-peddli~g business and I'm not a salesman of "Petd' Rabbit"
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in seventeen languages, and that part of it uas '
w not terribly lnteresting to

me, although there were really some fascinating aspects to it, and I got a

good feel of how instructional film does on the market, but I still had no

desire to stay on a longterm basis. But he was right. He does pay well.

Heighton: When did the offer come to join the faculty at Northwestern Un i-
versity?

Mickelson: Well, very shortly after I got there. I had an old friend in

thicago, Newton MinOW', who'd been Chairman of the Federal Communications
Commission, a Northwestern graduate, and teaching a course at Northwestern.

And he said, "I'm going to get you entangled in Northwestern." Then Bill

Cole, the Dean of the Medill School, had called up a couple of times. We

had dinner at his home, and I met some of his people, and he and MinOW'

agreed they were going to entr~p me into it. Then once I was down in Mexico

and got back and the two of them had had a lunch and bbth wanted to talk to
~

me. And they had Bill McCarter 0l:P'), ' ,th7 General Manager" Vice President
(//fcAi06

of WTTW, the public station. fAi ' ~) (muffled) the three of them had

a plan they wanted to work out for integration of the Medill School and the

public station. Well, by this time I was getting myself trapped further and

further in it and Cole asked me to come out and do one seminar during the

spring session~, which I did. He arranged it so I could do

it at my home in the basement, and he furnished transportation for me so I

had a seminar of about fifteen or sixteen graduate students. And then he

'd h t d is come on fulltime on the staff.started arguing that what I CUg' too
summer, much of it we spent(mall!Ad}~espent the

with the Aspen Program of Communication and Society.out in Aspen, Colorado,
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And while we were there it became iblposs e for me to take over a grant to
do a study on the relationship of t 1 . ie eV1S on to politics, and Cole offered
to provide secretarial services and facilities to do it, so finally around

the first of September I called him " rto say, Okay, you re on star-ting
September 15th."

,Kiekelsou. '72-.

Heighton. How long were you at Northwestern and what prompted you to leave?

Mickelson: Well, I was there forf three years altogether and it was I thin~

generally quite a successful and quite a happy three years. I only dealt

with graduate students in seminars. The graduate students were of an unusual-

ly high calibre. They'd been very carefully selected. I guess only about

one 'applicant in six were accepted to the School. It was not too techni~~lly

oriented which means that I didnr~aveto get too deeply involved in working

id techniques. It was mostly in generalities, social science approach, you

might say, with specialization in the broadcast area. I was given a lot of

time to do what I wanted to do, although I worked on an 8:30 to 5:30 basis

every day because I had a good office and facilities, but -- and also I got

mys~/f locked in pretty tightly to the Chicago community and rather liked it.

So I had no particular desire to leave there, but then I got a call, well I

guess in the winter of 1975, saying that my name had been proposed as the

President of Radio Free Europe and Radio Liberty and would I permit my name

to remain in the running. It wa's rather fascinating -- I'd known about the

two organizations __ incidentally, that's two separate corporations and I

would have had two separate jobs. And I'd known about Radio Free Europe
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particularly since the early 1950s at CBS, and of course I'd been offered

that directorship in Radio Free Europe some years back. And it -- well

after being on the campus for awhile I just had -- I guess that itch

(Heighton laughs) to get back into administration -- I felt perhaps in

some respects I was better at running an organization than I was sitting

apart as sort of a semi-scholar in that the challenge •••

End of Reel 4, Side 1

•
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Reel 4, Side 2 (8) (T
(uA j; / j/ 7'1'/"' !f/~~/ ranscribed 9/3/79 - 3:00-7:00 p.m.)
______ (:>:TZ( f.s,,<t) using that rather trite ",ord,

Both the Free Europe, Incorporated, the one corporation, and

Mickelson: ...
challenge.

the Radio Liberty Committee, Incorporated, the other' corporation, had been

in some disfavor since the Ramparts Magazine piece in the late 1960s which

exposed them as creatures of the Central Intelligence Agency. Then, of

course, the Ramparts story was picked 'upby The New York Times and by the
1/tZff<;

entire New York,syndicate and people ",ere very dubious about what RFE and
f1

RL actually ",ere. Then the Fulbright Committee, the Senate Foreign Rela-

tions Committee, held some hearings in 1971, and Fulbright "'as very cYlti-

cal and his ",hole attitude ",as to kill the two organizations completely.

During those 1971 hearings I'd been asked by George Ball and Abbott Washburn,

now a member of the Federal Communications Commission, Lf I'd join the com-

mittee to keep Radio Free Europe and Radio Liberty alive, and I agreed to

serve on that committee and the upshot of the hearings in Congress was that

they were permitted to continue in existence, but on a rather tenuous basis.
~/Ii'/:"'V ,

They "'ere financed temporarily through the State Department'~a commiss10n

appointed by President Nixon chaired by Milton Eisenhower to 100k~~ into

the longterm future. Well, I'd followed all of this, not carefully, but I

knew it was all happening SO that I knew that this was really a critical

period for both Free Europe, Incorporated a.1d the Radio Liberty Committee,

Incorporated. Well, as the story ",as then explained to me, the Eisenhower

Commission ",as ready to make its report. The report would argue that the

two organizations should be run by a single executive, that they should be

consolidated, that the,separate offices in New York -- the separate head-

quarters should be eliminated and put into ooe single office, that the
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European. facilities -- the Munich facilities at least, the main produc-

tion centers, were to be consolidated under one roof rather than in two

separate parts of Munich. Then all of this sounded like -- and you can't

really use any other word than challenge on it, so when all of this was

laid out to me I finally said, "Yes, let's go with it." And so I met with

the Selection Committee, which was the Chairman ofrRadio Liberty Committee,
ICi I...

the Chairman of Free Europe, Incorporated, and F~~f?) K~ier (~)

who was on the Board for International Broadcasting which had been set up

by the Committee, former Ambassador to Moscow, and here and there. I met,

with them and they made the offer of the job. I told them that I would do

it for three years. At the edd of three years it's finished. So-, ----'~~r(9) ~M6fUBI) we decided on.. 1, 1975 to June 30, 1978. They said that

they had no. real gui.dance to give on whether the two should become one cor-

poration or not, and they hadn't any way of knowing that but' ~ for the

time being they ought to be separate. They also said that there were some

strong feelings that the headquarters ought to be in Washington rather than

in New York because it would give a presence in Washington, but that was my

.decision to make. Then I met with the Board for International Broadcasting

people, and they had just been organizei, and they said more or less the

same thing about New York and Washington. They said that they thought it

was my decision to make but they'd like to see it jn Washington.

So we sold the house in Chicago in June 1975, bought one in Washington,

moved to New y~rk for the summer, and in New York got ready to move the or-

ganization dawn to Washington. I guesa we started the move dn October 1st

and got the whole organization down there by about February or the next .'



t"j ", -r- year. It was a terribly complicated job because there were so many dispar-

of people involved in it and they'd grown up so separately.ate types

Just to indicate ~ of the difficulties, not only were they in separate

locations but also the Lingua franca of Radio Liberty is Russian; the

Lingua franca of Free Europe is English, so that when we moved the Radio

Liberty people a mile or mile and a half down into the Englischer.~"')

Garden in Munich from their position up on top of the hill there were signs

allover the Free Europe headquarters, "The Russians are coming!" (Both

laugh) Well, these Russian-speaking people moved on in. Well, there

wasn't enough room for .them and there were all kinds of problems there.

Also •••

Heighton: Lots of bruised egos.
Mickelson: Bruised egos allover the place. So, also of course, many of

. - --- -..-- ._---~- ~~,

the oldtimers of these were pre-War European intellectuals. They were aca-

demics, they were journalists and when I say journalists I mean editors of

the highest professional sense, and scientists converted into broadcasters.

And all had enormous egos which had to be protected. But another problem

we had, of course, is that of the programmers. A very large percentage in

the Munich headquarters were refugees. Now any refugee who feels so strong-

ly about his country and about certain ideals that he's willing to pack up

and leave everything he's ever had to make a new life in a new country has

to have a high emotional -- all right, let's say a low emotional boiling

point, and as a consequence these were highly emotional sorts of people and

difficult to deal with. But even with the enormous complications involved,

I guess we did fairly well through this period pf straightening it all out

-117-
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1"•.,__ f/II- and I think it's probably running pretty well now.

Heighton: While you were President of Radio Free Europe and Radio Liberty,
can you describe the scope of the operation, the' fs~ze 0 your staff, the

program services you provided, the transmitters, the countries you sent

progams to?

Mickelson: Well, when I came in the total personnel complement was about

two thousand, I think, and of that two thousand a couple of hundred in the

United States, about two hundred and fifty in Portugal, about a hundred

and fifty in Spain, about thirteen or fourteen hundred in Germany, mostly

in Munich, split among the two corporations with separate payrolls, aridas

I pointed out, even separate languages. Free Europe, Incorporated, broad-

cast under the name Radio Free Europe to Poland, Czechoslovakia, Hungary,

Rumania, Bulgaria, the five countries in Eastern Europe. Radio Liberty ---

the broadcasting arm of Radio Liberty Committee, Incorporated, broadcast to

~, ;a
Je, and OS?{7/( ~), which cut us down to a

. ., -ft-16tft(~·
total of twenty two, and then s~nce then they've el~~nated'W±a§C~~(~)

the Soviet Union, at that time in nineteen languages. One of the first

things we did was cut out three languages in the Northern Caucasus, Chechen

.;g. Ingus~/AvAJ1.

they now have a total of twenty one. The program schedules in Russian

twenty four hours a day, around the clock, seven days a week. In the

B~lorussia <F!IP) it was'" five hours a daY'~99t.~ t~ntral ASian?=L {JZ (jtl'{($: '0Jf1. 2A kfl~ 4~
countries, Central Asian republics, that was ~ [ a,! (~,

Ukrainian language into the Ukraine, seven hours a day; into the three
in the three CaucasusBal tic 'states, three hours a day I believe it was;

",;rA~/
of Albania, Georgia, and Aze~baid~, three hours a day roughly. In

IIJIIIII·.__ ....

I

iiIIIiiit__ III' _
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Liberty or both?
Mickelson: Well, I'm talking really about both. I was giving you a general

impression of both. Now there are obviously grea~ differences. In Poland,

Czechoslovakia, Hungary, we're doing a --~, I say -- that's seven months,

eight months ago __ we're doing nineteen hours a day rather than twenty four,

and it's quite a balanced program schedule. Disc jockey music goes into

Poland, disc jockey in Hungary, less into Czechoslovakia because of jallllling,

think it was, you know, a half hour to an aour a day, was all•••

Heighton: Was this primarily news programming or music?

Mickelson: Well, a lot of it is news or news related. Let's call it infor-

mation programming. Normally they all carried at least ten minutes of news

on the hour, all services. Frequently they'd have another five min~tes of

news on the half hour. They had discussion programs, but they did a lot of

cultural material -- the idea was not to fill those countries with news but

give them literary material, economics, music -- not to play music -- where

there's jamming you can.c very well do it, but what's developing in music.

There were science programs. You know, it's sort of all-talk radio with a

lot of news involved in it and some discussion programs. Now in Eastern

Europe where there was no jamming-they had some very successful disc jockey

programs in late afternoon, not at night. They did panorama-type programs,

they called it, the news and interviews and personalities and sports iofor-

mation and general roundups, so it was a generally balanced program schedule

with talk.
Heighton: Are you discussing programming 00 Radio Free Europe or Radio

-11
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.till less'into the Soviet Union. And we know from audience research. for

ex~ple, that there are large audiences and generalized audiences in

Eastern Europe,so that you run the gamut of blue collar to the wealthy ar-

istocrats, if you can still have aristocrats in a Communist country. Well,

I guess you can. In the Soviet Union, on the other hand. because of severe

jamming the audience is somewhat different. It's largely urban, it is to

a very considerable extent intellectual -- it's the people who've got

enough resources to be able to drive out into the country to listen to a
....----., ,.

jammed signal or have dachas (~in the country. So you program at a

somewhat higher intellectual level ---you're not catching many workers on
~

collective farms on the Russian s~~vice, so you balance them that way. but

generally the program schedule, as I was pointing out, [isJ a variety of

all-talk radio.

Heighton: Were the Soviet jamming efforts oriented ptimarily to Radio

Liberty?

Mickelson: Well, the Soviet jamming efforts, yeah -- they're Radio Liberty

because Radio Liberty is the signal that goes into the Soviet Union. There

is some jamming in Poland and some of that might come out of the Soviet

Union -- you know, across the border into Poland. Jamm1ng is severe in

Czechoslovakia __ some of it could come from the Soviet Union, much of it

is local. There is no jamming in Hungary, no jamming in Rumania, severe

jamming in Bulgaria, so you have to build your programs around the jamming.

The jamming ---I'm sure the Czechs ~ to jam, and I'm sure the Bulgarians

Want to jam __ they may get some help from the Soviets in doing. the jamming.

•

2
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j "_ ..... ~ Do they do this at all hours of the day and night or is this

simply sporadic?

Heighton:

Well, it's all hours of the day and nighr, but the trouble --

the problem they have is that there are so many shortwave signals coming
Mickelson:

in that they just couldn't possibly devote the resources and the manpower

to jamming everything. Now the Russians, for example, like to jam KOL

Israel, Radio Peking, and Radio Liberty, and they don't bother Voice of

Americal and BBC External Services and Deutsche Welle ~ from Germany.

But Radio Liberty, for example, would normally be broadcasting into Russia

__ I'm talking about the Russian Republic now with three simultaneous sig-

nals, KOL Israel might get on with two and Radio Peking with two or three,

Radio Albania might be coming in with some. Now what they've got to do is

establish their priorities. Now normally their priority would be to hit

Peking is catching up with them. but if they find -- they've got to monitor

Radio Liberty the hardest because they like Radio Liberty the least. Radio

all the time and if KOL Israel, for example, starts a program they particu-

some other signal and put it there. So if you've got this constant movement

larly don't like they're going to have to withdraw their resources from

around __ they've got to keep monitoring, they've got to keep juggling to

get this signal or that signal, and it's the same thing in Czechoslovakia,

the )4"''' thing in Poland or Bulgaria. Now the -y the answer is given to

them by Radio Liberty,
",.-

thread GIlt ,as we call

for example, is on occasion to put more power in this
r:

it, than that thread ~, so you know that this sig-

nal is being jlllllllllld so you let it be jammed and you push another tw1l hundred
I
/.''111''111' --_S.
f .'



and fifty watts of power so you follow the i ipower go ng nto another signal,

so they've got to move more jammers across to that one. And there's this

constant chess game that's being played •••

Heighton: ChPss game. That's exactly what it sounds like.

Mickelson: Yeah. Yeah.

Hei~ton: Well, since they're not successful in jamming Radio Liberty all

the time, what sort of response did you get from listeners?

Mickelson: Well, you got response in Several ways. You got it through

statistical studies made of Soviet citizens who come outside and are will-

ing to be interviewed by persons who don't reveal for ~ they're doing it

because they're doing it for a number of clients -- the way a polling organ-

ization does it in this country. Then also from the refugees who come out
•

who talk at considerable length about their experiences. Now many of them
are Jewish and that means that there are certain built-in biases against ~he

government, the biases of the Jewish people~ho are leaving the government,

so you've got to read the biases into it. But you get fairly good analysis

and all these records are maintained by trained researchers who are special-

ized in public opinion research and behavioral research and the like so that

they can give you fairly good reports as to what the results are of your ef-

forts.
Heighton: Did you get any mail from these countries?
11i*elson: There is ~ mail that comes out -- more from Western Europe,

even telephone calls from Western Europe because you can telephone across.

Heighton: After all your experience at CBS News how did you put together

the news operation at Radio Free Europe and RadiO Liberty? •
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Mickelson:
VA- ,

Well, somewhat different~{J Radio Free Europe and Radio Free
X,

Libe~ty had separate news' organizat~ons when I got there. We consolidated
0L

the two of them under ~ Central News Division, and that Central News Div-
I

ision haSdbout -- between forty five and fifty people in Munich. And they

operate more less like a little Ass~iated Press. They have visual display

terminals, they operate off computers with their visual display terminals

and typewriters typing the visual display materials just as if they were in

a major wire service. They subscribe to the major wire services of the

world, they have access by monitoring to all the Eastern European wire serv-. ,.

ices, they have correspondents in major points around the world. The mater-

ial comes in. It goes to the central. desk. The central desk farms it out

to reporters on the scene, They work and they call it up on the computer

and type c~t their shortened, abbreviated stories aimed at Eastern European

and Soviet markets. Then once it goes through the central desk it is re-

leased to the various news desks for the various services. In other words,

it is sort of an AP wire service -- state wire, let's call it. It's re-

leased from there. It goes to the Polish news desk, to the Czech news desk,

to the Hungarian news desk, to the Russian news desk, and there it is reedit-

ed without changing the thrust or the policy of it translated into the lan-

guage it's going to be broadcast in and also additional information of par-

ticular interest to that country is added into it ~ithout changing the gener-

al thrust of it. So it becomes a Polish broadcast in Poland.

Heighton: What would you say are some of the major false assumptions about

Radio Free Europe and Radio Liberty?
Mickelson: Well, there's still "It's operated by the CIA" which I'm absolute- .'
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ly convinced it is not -- it isn't in any way a CIA agency any more, although
it was.

Heighton: How is it currently funded?

Mickelson: Funded by Congressional appropriation which goes to the Board
for International Broadcasting which in turn passes it 'on to the Corporation,

now called RFE slash RL I, nco

Heighton: Any other sources of income?

Mickelson: Yeah, a certain amount of private grants -- donations which are

used for subsidiary services, scholarships, preparation of research reports,

and the like. One other criticism you asked me about -- you said the CIA --

there's another one that I think should be mentioned and that is the commonly

held feeling that it's a propaganda agency. Now propaganda is a pejorative
term, and you can use it to mean almost anything you want to. But it isn't,

and the organi~ati9n hFS to be v~ry,careful and not to use it to try to a-
chieve an immediate impact in any country. The theory is that the countries

in which RFE/RL broadcast are those in which there is no free press. Every

bit of information is tightly controlled and if the Western world, the free
world, is ever going to be able to get along with the Eastern world it's got

to be on the basis that the people there know enough to exercise some re-

straint on their governments. Otherwise the governments can participate in
any kind of dangerous adventurism and there's no restraint on them. If the

public has information which is otherwise restricted from them they are in a

better position to exercise some restraint and eventually we can all get
along better together. So propaganda in the commonly used sense of the term

Would actually be dangerous and would negate the efforts to try to achieve
• .'
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better understanding. It's better to do everything coldly objective and

absolutely straight and factual so that then you d 1 dib'leve op cre ~ ity -- you

develop a reputation for integrity -- the public in those countries will

have confidence in you, and at that point they'll -- you can continue to

feed information which they otherwise don't obtain. ,! . t,.v-·'
Heighton: With all the different news sources available why was, and how is,

the accuracy of news reports checked before they're put out to these various

place, they have an excellent research department -- it my be the best academ-
A

countries?
•Well, during the whole Watergate business you read The Washington

Post talking about two sources (Heighton laughs) -- never ever letting any-
Mickelson:

thing go without two sources, and that's one thing they are very careful of.

But they have to be cautious about even the two source business. In the first

ic research department in the entire free world on Eastern Europe and the

Soviet Union __ made up of a whole battery of first class PhD researchers who

are Cambridge educated, Harvard educated, Columbia, Indiana -- so that they

are there to exercise some restraint. The journalists are cautious, sometimes

I thought too cautious in many res~ects. They are all competent experienced

professional journalists. They've got all the wire services -- they read all

the trade press, all the major newspapers -- so that generally with the back-

grounds they have which are good, with the research department backing them

up they can __ if they see anything particular1i surprising -- 'quickly get an

evaluation of it from research, double check it against other sources, and not

go with it until they're quite certain that they're positive in the identifi-

sa •
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Heighton: After your experience at Radio Free Europe d R di Liban a 0 erty what
observations do you have to make on the diff erences between news reporting
in those two organizations and the kind of news reporting we're familiar
with on American commercial broadcasting?

Mickelson: Well, of course that was all radio -- there was no television

there. That's one big difference. But to go on from that point I think

probably the biggest difference is the tremendous pressures on American

\:e5i!!!M ~ news broadcasting which is imposed by the combination of ratings

and the commercial interests in it. RFE and RL of course were doing a

straight news report and the only objective was to deliver the news to the

public, so they were -- we were interested in ratings of course because you

have to recognize the fact that the larger your audience the more influence

you have, so you work on those. But one of my concerns now with American

broadcasting is that the rating point, particularly in television, has become

so enormously valuable in terms of dollars that I'm afraid it could have a

negative effect. You can write some horrendous scenarios for the future. If

the value of the rating point continues to increase in dollar value -- I saw

for example in a recent analysis, I guess in Broadcasting Magazine, that a

rating point across the board annually now, one rating point is worth about

Thatthirty two million dollars which is a pretty tremendous sum of money.

being the case and you can see evidence of it now in local news broadcasts

in the ne-'orks, but you can see evidence in the localparticularly, less ~w

news broadcasts that the purpose' is shifting away from delivering a solid,

straight news broadcast to dressing it up, to giving it ratings .values. You

,
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can see the hyping that goes on for the ratings sweeps period and the like

when emphasis is put on getting those rating points. It Seems to me that~--------.be itchy ~k1'~~) about changing tal-too many stations are getting to

ent constantly. For an exampl I de, rea somewhere that the average tenure of

an anchor man in a local market is b da out two an a half years. Well, you

can't really establish any position of leadership in two and a half years,

and it indicates that station managers are getting like baseball and foot-

ball owners. If a club coach doesn't get a pennant in the first year -- the

club coach or manager -- out he goes and you get a new one, and it seems to

me that this trend in broadcasting can't possibly do us any good and ~ do

us a lot of damage. We've seen evidence of anchor men coming and anchor men

going and this happening in regular six months, one year sequences, and news

directors the same way. I w~n~ to ~ Radio-Television News Directors conven-

tion in Atlanta, Georgia, in 1978 and the topic which I guess drew the most

interest was one on, with a couple of experts -- employment personnel who

were on a panel __ on what happens when you're fired. And everybody was in-

teres ted in that, particularly curiously, the younger ones -- which shouldn't

be. People in the business Should have some sense of security -- they should

have some feeling that not only do they have security but that their efforts

to establish something over a period of time are being reasonably rewarded.

The only result that can occur if the rating point becomes ~ important is

that the stress goes more toward the form and the appearance than it does to-

ward the substance.
Heighton: Do you blame this primarily on the race for ratings or do you lay

some of the blame at the feet of some of the so-c~lled news consultants who


